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Details of Visit:

Author: Tighthead prop
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 28 Jan 2019 14:00
Duration of Visit: 80 Minutes
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sofiasensual.co.uk
Phone: 07774174073

The Premises:

A respectable apartment in a large block on Queensway. Clean and wholesome. Well appointed
and modern shower room.

The Lady:

Exactly as the photos on the website. For some reason I was surprised by her height, or rather lack
of it, but she is bundle of sunshine on a cold January day.

The Story:

I was trying and failing to make a booking with another agency when a random email arrived
attaching a link to Sofia's website. I am a sucker for the dark South American curvy look, and
couldn't resist. I normally rely on reviews, but was so smitten that I could not help myself. The
booking was easy by email and text.

The welcome on arrival was pleasant but professional. Sofia's charms were well hidden under a
demure black dress. A little small talk and a shower, and then face down on the professional
massage table. I wondered whether I had made a mistake.

The massage started with some gentle stoking and stretching. The charms were still hidden.

The intensity of the massage increased. I could not see what was going on because I was still face
down with my head in the hole at the top of the table. As Sofia moved around, performing a really
good back massage, she occasionally came into contact with my arms and hands, and it dawned
on me that she had somehow managed (whilst continuing the massage) to become naked. The
occasional contact became more regular. My hands started wandering. The massage was now
concentrated on my shoulder blades but straying up and down everywhere else with application of
warm oil. The contact became permanent.

Eventually I was instructed to turn over. All was revealed - absolutely stunning. The massage
became mutual, and attention gradually moved towards my penis which was demanding attention.
The final eruption was intense, with me shaking uncontrollably. It was the most intense that I have
experienced for about 15 years (an encounter with a Hungarian escort who treated me to an
extraordinary CIM and a dose of clap which made it particularly memorable - no chance of that this
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time).

I expected that to be the end of the experience, but not so. After a brief clean up, Sofia resumed the
massage for a wind down, with delightful attention to forehead and eye sockets as well as
everywhere else. A thorough shower followed to remove the oil, and off I went. Apart from the
obvious post climactic sense of calm, my shoulders were the most relaxed they have been for a
long time - I felt wonderful. I checked my watch - we had gone well over the hour.
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